The early medieval peasantry that brought under cultivation in the ninth and tenth centuries the area that later would be known as Old Catalonia was not subject to any form of servile obligation. Peasants might pay a small portion of their crop to their lord, especially to large monasteries or cathedral chapters. Their obligations, however, were not burdensome and they were attracted to the newly conquered lands by their favorable tenurial conditions. For a long time they would remain free to move and change farms. Their obligation typically would be payment of the *tasca* (a one-eleventh portion of their harvest). Peasant tenures in frontier Catalonia were protected by the survival of public courts and an unusually effective comital government that administered them.

Professor Bonnassie has memorably described the social consequences of economic growth in the eleventh century and the dislocation of comital government. These economic and political factors created an opportunity for the aristocracy to begin an organized oppression of the peasantry. Pierre Vilar has noted the tenurial consequences of Catalonia's particular historical geography, punctuated as it is by intermittent rather than steady expansion. In particular the long stagnation of the effort against Islam in the eleventh century permitted an aggravation of peasant conditions as the frontier failed to expand with the population.

Nobles imposed heavy burdens in new tenurial arrangements, often forcing peasants under the sway of their castles into giving up one-fourth or even one-half of their harvest instead of the relatively mild *tasca*, and subjecting them to the arbitrary and complex exactions characteristic of the *seigneurie banale*. The process that Professor Riu has called «la feudalización del camp català» began in the eleventh century and would continue as the peasantry became increasingly subjugated until the violent uprising of the Remença in the fifteenth century.

The process of «durcissement féodale» was not completely accomplished during the aristocratic hegemony of the eleventh century. During the late eleventh and twelfth centuries certain areas, especially the Alt Urgell, would...
see the growth of an oppressive tenurial regime. For most of Old Catalonia, however, the older, freer system endured. The tasca remained the common obligation, peasants bought and sold land actively and independently, and there is little evidence of bondage to the soil or liability to servile obligations such as the later infamous \textit{mals usos}. This is not to say that aristocratic power in the countryside was not widespread. Characteristic of the twelfth century in \textit{comarcas} such as Osona was the practice of \textit{protection} of peasants by seigneurial powers in return for payment and recognition of some rather vague jurisdictional authority. This practice was found in other northern Iberian regions remote from the frontier, such as Asturias and León. The protection (\textit{batulía}) of a lord in the twelfth-century Plain of Vic extended over land that he did not own, but that paid him some acknowledgment of his influence. Military orders, the Templars and Hospitallers, in this same district offered protection in the last decades of the twelfth century, a protection that would increasingly become linked to the peasant’s pledge to become the Order’s man (\textit{homo proprius} or \textit{homo solidus}) and not to leave the land.

The tie to the land would be less an invention of the eleventh or twelfth century and associated more with the expansionist economy of the thirteenth. It would typify, therefore, not a time of disorder but an era of relatively centralized and effective government. For the era of the counts of Barcelona and the first count-kings, most peasants remained free as regards their mobility and legal status and although recognizing a certain seigneurial authority, they were not degraded by it. This state of affairs is reflected in the \textit{Usatges} of Barcelona that while referring to those \textit{who have no other dignity than that they are Christian}, have no provisions for ties to the land, servile status, or unique liability to the \textit{mals usos}.

In considering the thirteenth century we are describing an increasing severity of rural conditions and establishment of important aspects of servile status in both legal and practical terms. There are some peculiarities in the historical

\footnotesize{\begin{itemize}
\item See Bonnaissie, \textit{La Catalogne} 2:810-822 and the documents cited in his tables and notes. The Alt Urgell saw a growth in the practice of transferring peasants along with their lands and services. These documents give at least a strong impression of men being bought and sold, e.g. ACSU, Liber Dotaliorum I f. 183\textsuperscript{d} (1041-1071); Liber Dotaliorum I, f. 28\textsuperscript{e}. (1090), ed. Sangaé, \textit{Urjella} 3 (1980), no. 62; ACSU unnumbered parchment, Nov. 2, 1187, unnumbered parchment, March 21, 1189.
\item ACV calaix 6, 2213 (1100); 2291 (1136); 2424 (1173).
\item Examples of simple protection: ACV c. 6, 36 (1178); 2047 (1181); ACA, perg. Alfonso I, 505 (1189); 660 (1193). Protection joined to servile commendation: ACV c. 6, 63 (1205); 78 (1220); 87 (1234); 81 (1237).
\item The \textit{Usatges} refer to peasants simply as \textit{rustici} with no indication of free or servile status. A rustic is defined as one lacking other dignity besides being a Christian, Ramon d’Abadal i de Vinyals and Ferran Valls i Taberner, \textit{Usatges de Barcelona} (Barcelona, 1913), p. 7 (Usatge \textit{Rusticus interfectus}).
\end{itemize}}
geography of this period. The thirteenth century was a time of economic and territorial expansion, yet also of increasing demands by lords, apparent especially in the development of seigneurial rights of mistreatment and the practice of requiring redemption payments by peasants wishing to change lords or leave the land. How to account for this seeming paradox must be part of any explanation for the progressive decline of rural conditions in the prosperous years 1000 to 1350.

A second problem lies in the geographical distribution of the servile peasantry. The lawyer Pere Albert in about 1250 first noted the difference between Old Catalonia, whose peasants had to redeem themselves, and New Catalonia where this characteristic servile obligation was unknown. Modern studies have shown that this contrast must not be drawn absolutely. The mals usos and other seigneurial exactions were common in La Conca de Barberà and several other comarcas of New Catalonia. The redemption payments were by no means unknown in New Catalonia, especially in the Segarra and Penedès. In turn not all of Old Catalonia was equally affected by servile institutions, nor at the same time. Conditions in the Guillerries were especially severe during the late Middle Ages, and the Empordà would have the highest concentration of peasant syndicates of the Remença in the late fifteenth century. Osona, on the other hand, would continue to harbor large numbers of independent peasant proprietors until the late fourteenth century, while even in certain areas of widespread servitude wealthy peasants would emerge in the fourteenth century and obtain favorable arrangements from their lords. Generally the mountainous regions of Catalonia experienced a more severe subjugation of the peasantry than did the plains. This is a reversal of what normally happened in the rest of Europe whose mountain populations were less oppressed than their lowland brethren.

If the seigneurial regime imposed in the eleventh century led ultimately to the peasantry of the Remença in the fifteenth century, the evolution in this di-
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17 Vilar, *La Catalogne dans l'Espagne: 392-393.*

rection was neither smooth nor inevitable. The thirteenth century would prove crucial for: 1) the definition of an unfree peasantry; 2) the solidification of the tenuous distinction between Old and New Catalonia; and 3) the appearance of agreements between peasants and lords relating to servile commendation, recognition of lordship, and redemption. I would like to consider both the legal conditions and the social relations as reflected in archival documents for this crucial era.

**Law and Peasant Servitude in the Thirteenth Century**

Historians of Catalonia have had to emancipate themselves from the belief that medieval servitude grew out of late Roman and Visigothic law and institutions. This view, associated with the legal scholar Hinojosa, has been eclipsed by an improved understanding of Catalonia's formative years. While elements of Visigothic law would persist and provide a precedent for such aspects of later servitude as the mals usos, the personal condition of peasants in the ninth through twelfth centuries owed more to the circumstances of resettlement than to a supposed continuity of legal status19.

Piskorski and Vicens Vives recognized the signal importance of the thirteenth century in creating the legal foundations for late medieval serfdom20. The Corts of Barcelona in 1283 prohibited or severely limited rights of refuge for Remença peasants on royal land21. This law would be interpreted as the legal basis for tying certain categories of peasants to the land22. The legislation of 1283 was confirmed and extended by the Corts of Montsó in 128923. Even before 1283, however, jurists already recognized the existence of peasant serfdom. Pere Albert, in the passage from his *Commemoracions* referred to earlier, stated that it was customary for peasants of Old Catalonia to redeem themselves if they should wish to leave the land24.

It was also Pere Albert who first attempted to reconcile the Roman legal outlook to Catalan practice. Roman law made it difficult to commend oneself into servitude because of the inherited nature of the fundamental distinction between slave and free25. Pere Albert admitted this problem but believed it was possible to at least somewhat lower personal status by means of written documents of commendation26. Although even this adaptation of Roman law could
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19 A classic statement of the theory of continuity between Roman and medieval servile institutions is in Eduardo de Hinojosa, *(Origen y vicisitudes de la pagesia de remensa en Cataluña*, Discursos leídos en la Real Academia de Buenas Leves de Barcelona (Barcelona, 1902), pp. 7-23. On resettlement, see above, notes 1 and 4.


24 As above, Note 12.


26 In Socarrats, *In tractatum*, pp. 324-325.
not cover the practice of servile homage, Pere Albert’s emphasis on written commendation showed the way for later lawyers. They used the late Roman *adscripticu* as the legal basis for the Catalan *homo proprius* and were encouraged in this by the erroneous etymology of *adscripticu* as someone who, by written agreement, has diminished his personal freedom. The lawyers’ interpretation of *adscripticu* would result in production of written charters of recognition and commendation throughout the thirteenth century, providing historians an opportunity to view the spread of servile institutions.

Lawyers of the thirteenth century additionally stated that lords possessed a right to mistreat peasants subject to them; to seize their persons and goods and to hold them imprisoned or for ransom without having to answer to any public judicial authority. This abusive *ius maltractandi* appears to go beyond even the *toltas, questias* and *forcias* of the eleventh century. The latter were arbitrary levies while the former was a legally sanctioned abuse not only of goods but of personal liberty. Jurists traced the origin of the *ius maltractandi* to an enactment of the Corts of Cervera in 1202. There is considerable question as to what really was enacted at Cervera. By the time of the standard gloss to the *Usatges* (about 1270), the provisions of Cervera were cited as legitimizing mistreatment, although they went against the *Usatges*, Gothic law and Roman law.

A final category of legal servitude were the *mals usos*. *Cugucia, exorquia* and *intestitia*, the most important of the «bad customs» had existed in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries. In the *Usatges* they appear associated with more classes than just the peasantry. Similarly, earlier documents mention miscellaneous *«usaticio, »mals usibus, »mals consuetudines*, etc. They appear to be exactions in general. It is in the late twelfth century and increasingly in the thirteenth that a particular group of *mals usos* would be identified with degraded personal status. This is first apparent in privileges made to urban communities in which freedom from *mals usos* seems a form of enfranchisement.

It was considerably later, however, that legal writing typified the *mals usos* as an index of servile status. In the fourteenth century the *mals usos* and the redemption requirement merged and for the jurists Bertran de Ceva in the fourteenth century and Joan de Socarrats in the fifteenth, these evil exactions...
would be of central importance, as indeed they would be for the rebellious peasantry that demanded their abolition in the late fifteenth century.

Conditions of Peasant Life in the Thirteenth Century

To what extent do the opinions of jurists or legislation reflect or influence the reality of peasant conditions? Lawyers were inclined to exaggerate the extent of servitude and to depict hierarchical systems whose abstract symmetry did not reflect the variation and ambiguity of real life. In addition, the very question of personal status may be of merely theoretical importance, not an accurate measure of socio-economic condition.

This is to set up a misleading dichotomy between the fancies of jurists and the supposed hard facts of the archival sources. The evidence from charters, notarial registers, sales, and other transactions involving peasants is not without its own ambiguities and interpretive problems. If one looks at the question of to what degree did peasants act for themselves in the buying and selling of land, their independence and economic power seems undiminished until at least the Black Death. On the other hand, if one considers the growth of seigneurial exactions, there is reason to believe that servitude was already established by the late eleventh century.

The significance of the thirteenth century lies in the growth of a structure of peasant servitude, visible in legislation and reflected in archival sources. Bondage to the land was established along with redemption payments as obligations of many (but not all) peasants in much (but not all) of Old Catalonia. The commitment to remaining on the land was not new. Novel was the language by which peasants recognized themselves as property of their lord and renounced rights of prescription or asylum to evade servitude. Also new were payments by peasants to redeem themselves from the lords’ control, allowing them to leave the land. Finally there is an increase in the appearance of exorquia, intestia and cugucia in lists of seigneurial rights transferred or claimed.

To treat the last set of servile obligations first, it is not that exorquia and so forth first show up in written records in 1200. As separate exactions individual mals usos appear occasionally as early as the eleventh century for cugucia and the twelfth century for others. They begin to be enumerated in land transfers near 1200 in both Old and New Catalonia. Exorquia, intestia and cugucia are found in sales and renunciations made by laymen to monasteries in the diocese.
of Girona, and are also often found in donations of land by laymen of New Catalonia to Santes Creus, beginning near 1200. The exactions appear together in enfranchisement charters of the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries under the heading of mals usos. The symbolic importance of the mals usos is especially clear in comparing the three privileges for Ager described by Professors Font Rius and Bonnassie. As noted by Professor Bonnassie, the original enfranchisement of 1048 had been violated by imposition of exactions (questias, tollas, preguerias, servicia). The abolition of these exactions in a second charter of 1094 shows the significance attached to such incidents of the seigneurie banale. By the time of the third charter, 1228, the mals usos rather than the earlier exactions were the index of servile status and exemption from them demonstrated the continued liberty of the people of Ager.

More visibly than with the mals usos, servile recognitions and commendations begin with the twelfth century. These documents concern acknowledgment of dependence and renunciation of rights by peasants. The frequency of such documents after 1200 may be related to the recovery of Roman law that encouraged a closer attention to defining personal status, as opposed to the ad hoc variety of tenurial relations sanctioned by customary practice. In addition, as already noted, interpretation of the word adscripticius may have made the written charter of recognition or commendation appear vital.

Whatever their legal context, these documents quite frankly acknowledge the servile condition of peasants. Their bodies and property belong to their lord, they may not claim rights of refuge elsewhere, and their descendants will be bound to the land as they themselves are. Charters of this type are associated with Old Catalonia, including Roussillon.

It is also in the early thirteenth century that redemption payments were first common. Redemption requirements were sometimes included in lists of exactions accompanying transfers of land. More significant are records in which peasants actually pay a fine to receive their liberty, or when they change lords and either pay for the right or are redeemed by their new master. A few redemption charters survive from the twelfth century, especially in the region of Girona. Later, in the thirteenth century, they appear frequently in other parts of Old Catalonia.
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40 ACA, Monacals perg. Amer, 25 (1187); Amer, 31 (1208); Amer, 33 (1210); Monacals perg. Ripaura, 17 (1202).
41 AHN, Clero, Santes Creus, carp. 2765, nos. 4 and 5 (ed. Federico Udina Martorell, El Llibre Blanque de Santes Creus [Barcelona, 1947], no. 364); carp. 2775, nos. 6 (1211) and 7 (1212).
42 See above, note 33.
44 Font Rius, «Notas» p. 77; Bonnassie, La Catalogne, 2:812.
45 ASJA, unnumbered parchment, Dec. 11, 1206; ACV, Liber Dotationum, Antiquarium, ff. 146-149 (eighteen documents, 1200-1217); APO, Cartularia de Mas Deu, ff. 192-192" (1195); ACA, Canc. perg. Jaume I, 234 (1224); Jaume I, 319 (1227); Jaume I, 358 (1228).
46 ACV, Liber Dot., ff. 125°-126° (1198); ACA Monacals, perg. Camprodon, 43 (1208); Monacals, perg. Cervià, 782 (1211).
47 ADG, Cartulari de Carlesmany, ff. 178-179 (1151); f. 208 (1170); f. 210 (1171); ff. 210-211 (1194).
48 ASJA, unnumbered parchment, Dec. 18, 1206; August 30, 1219; ACA, Canc. perg. Jaume I, 665 (1236); Jaume I, 871 (1242); ACA, Monacals, Cervià 748 (1206); ADV, Cartulari de la Sagristia de l’Estany, f. 7° (1202).
The three types of servile charters—commendations, recognitions and redemptions—are among the most common documents of the late Middle Ages preserved in Catalan archives. How routine such transactions must have been, even in the thirteenth century, may be seen by looking at the relatively detailed and complete notarial registers in the Arxiu de la Curia Fumada of Vic. For the first year of the register, 1231, there are 13 recognitions, 8 commendations, and 12 charters of redemption. This frequency is maintained in succeeding volumes of the archive for the entire thirteenth century.

The large number of servile transactions seems to indicate an important change from the often oppressive but essentially disorganized seigneurial practices of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. They very routine nature of the later records shows the effective introduction of a system of servitude, not only in legal theory or legislation, but in practice as well. What we have not defined, and indeed can not with ease or certainty define, is how oppressive servitude was for peasants. We know that by the end of the Middle Ages it was sufficiently irksome to provoke violent and successful revolts. It is also apparent that establishments of peasants on land already contained provisions for large seigneurial shares of produce and further exactions in the eleventh century, and that these did not change dramatically. The *tasca* tended to become less the common obligation and was replaced by more varied and onerous rent, but peasants continued to buy, sell and invest in numbers sufficient to disprove assertions of the universality of crushing oppression.

During the thirteenth century many peasants became serfs; their personal status was degraded. How effective in economic terms this servitude was may be debated. That so many redemption charters were purchased by peasants in Osona may indicate widespread servitude, but it can also be interpreted as evidence that servitude did not permanently bind peasants to a particular lord, nor did it prevent them from amassing the necessary sums (often substantial) to purchase their redemption.

Writing of the era after the Black Death, Vicens Vives said that the peasants could at first ignore the legal theories that debased their status, but later, in a time of seigneurial reaction, they would find themselves not only deprived of liberty but economically helpless as well. Law does influence society, and the law of servitude in Catalonia affected thirteenth-century tenurial relations. The tendency of thirteenth-century lords to demand and receive servile incidents of tenure affected not only the legal condition of peasants but their overall well-being. Thirteenth-century lords did not invent oppression, nor did they subjugate the entire free peasantry of Old Catalonia. They did assist in a centuries-long process by which a substantial portion of the Catalan peasantry saw its freedom and economic independence decline radically.
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40 ACF, Anònims, Book 1, ff. 2-77.  
50 This is at least implicit in the various general and local studies by Bonnassie, Vicens Vives, Cuvillier, and Vilar, as cited above. It would require a large, concerted effort to compare establishment conditions for peasant tenants during the period 1050 to 1350 but this would be extremely valuable.  
### Abbreviations Used in Notes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACA</td>
<td>Arxiu de la Corona d’Aragó (Barcelona)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACF</td>
<td>Arxiu de la Curia Fumada (Vic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACG</td>
<td>Arxiu Capitular de Girona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACSU</td>
<td>Arxiu Capitular de la Seu d’Urgell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACV</td>
<td>Arxiu Capitular de Vic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADG</td>
<td>Arxiu Diocesà de Girona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Arxiu Diocesà de Vic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHN</td>
<td>Archivo Histórico Nacional (Madrid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASJA</td>
<td>Arxiu Parroquial de Sant Joan de les Abadesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APO</td>
<td>Archives des Pyrénées-Orientales (Perpignan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>